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The CM3 series is a radio controller with more features than most other hand held radios, including a number of unique analog
and digital features. The CM3 series includes Basic Operating or Standard Operating (SOP), and Advanced Operating or

Specialist Operating (SOP). Common Features for Both BOS and AOS are: - Volume control including a fine tuning (FM)
mode - Frequency cut-off control: Sharp/Widened FFT or both - Number of Variable Amplifier stages on board (0-3) - Polarity
selection or rejection for Phase Modulated (PM) signals - Carrier Frequency Offset (Chop) and Carrier Frequency Offset (Gap)

control in both FM and PM modes (only on the AOS version of the controller) - Instrument brightness control via a rotary
encoder - I/Q Mix control including 100 or 250 nanoAmps to allow for rejecting the AM demodulation (only on the BOS
version of the controller) - Amplitude control via a rotary encoder or a bipolar momentary push-button (only on the AOS

version of the controller) - Ingress protection to protect against RF interference (only on the BOS version of the controller) - RF
Protection Circuitry (only on the BOS version of the controller) - Tones for user-selectable alarm tone type: 'Continuous' (CW)

and 'Single/Paused' (Tones) - Master gain control is a 4-level pan and volume adjustment (only on the AOS version of the
controller) - User defined memory for up to 32 tones (only on the AOS version of the controller) - Master volume control for

the receiver - Global control over all the receivers selected to receive (e.g. Select to receive only the CW and the Tones) -
Global control over all the channels selected to receive (e.g. Select to receive only the CW and the Tones) - Local control over
channels 1-24 (only on the BOS version of the controller) - Local control over the channels 1-32 (only on the AOS version of

the controller) - Master control over the BOS version of the controller - Control over the AOS version of the controller - Tuning
control for the channels/frequencies at the local and global level (only on the AOS version of the controller) - Output level

control over both the radio speakers and the headphones (only on the AOS version of the controller) - Sound control for pre
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